ITGov Updates – Dean Boughida

- General Update
- Top Hat Higher Ed app conversation with faculty member and sponsorship for orphan projects
- Sakai ITgov site

University wide Major Project Updates

- Campus Lab Financials 9.2 Upgrade – status (if any) – Trish Casey
- Campus Labs Student Affairs Assessment (ITgov Proposal Submission form filled) – Paul Whitney

CIO Update – ITS Major Initiatives – Karlis Kaugars

- Service Framework
  - Service Catalog - ECAR is a document published in 2015 from EDUCAUSE. It discusses the general framework and lists service categories and groups starting on page 8 of the document.
  - Service Categories is a spreadsheet where Karlis transcribed these and added a few more that he sees having developed since 2015 - these are all the colored rows.
  - Service Owners - ECAR is a recent document from EDUCAUSE describing the benefits and opportunities of establishing a service owner framework.
  - Prioritization
The "heavy" prioritization model that we could filter down to get to a set of URI-specific criteria.

ITGov Meeting Schedule

- Committee meeting:
  - Thursday October 18, 11 a.m. (pending finding new time to accommodate more members)
  - Carothers Library, Conference Room A

- Meeting Schedule: Every other Thursday, 11 a.m., Carothers Library, Conference Room A